CHAPTER IV
law, the state, and the family
"DUILDING on the foundation of the vigorous peasantry
•^ described by Hesiod, the Greek aristocracies of the
ninth and eighth centuries were beginning to advance again
in luxury and civilization. In each of the tiny states of
Hellas and Ionia—each independent valley or section of an
intermontane plain, or, in the more forward Aegean-facing
regions, each city-state, centring on its Polls or walled strong-
hold sometimes inhabited since Minoan times—there were a
few families whose members naively called themselves the
Best People, and in some respects really were. Their origins
were diverse. Throughout most of Hellas proper—in Thessaly,
and in all the Dorian states—they traced their lineage to the
men who came in with the Conqueror, this or that Herakleid
chieftain, of those whose coming or " Return " broke up the
state-system that Homer knew of. In Crete, these Dorians
or Herakleids dominated and tyrannized over serfs called
Mnoites,1 a race of whom the legendary prehistoric king
Minos may perhaps be the eponym. On the coast of Asia,
the lonians and other Hellenes ruled a depressed class which
was at least in part native, like the Gergithes of Miletos.2
But where there had been no recent Conquest we find, as in
Attica, an aristocracy established none the less. Sometimes,
as at Ephesos 3 and Erythrai,4 the rulers claimed common
descent from the old kings. Sometimes, as in Attica, they
were simply the Well-Born or Patricians, Eupatridai. But
everywhere, in Arkadia,5 Attica, and Boiotia where there was
little or no racial cleavage,6 no less than in Dorian Epidauros
1 Str. xii, 54,2 ; Ath. vi, 263, 267 ; xv, 695-6, quoting Sosikrates, Hennon,
and the Soldier's Song of Hybrias the Cretan.
z Herakl. Pont., ap. Ath. xii, 523 ; cf. Hdt. v, 122 ; vii, 43, etc.
3	Suidas, s.v. IJvda-yopas:    cf. Str. xiv, 633.
4	Ar. Politics, 1305 b.	5 Theopompos, ap. Ath. vi, 271.
8 See below, pp. 198 ff.
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